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Rigid Strike Angle
This clear polycarbonate angle jamb is used for both 
hinge and strike jambs. It can be adhered to the wall or 
fixed panel. Note there must be a clearance gap about 
the thickness of a business card between the edge of 
the vinyl and opposing wall or glass panel, without this 
gap the friction of opening and closing the door will 
cause the tape to fail. Prior to vinyl installation clean the 
edge of the surface that the vinyl is to be applied to with 
the provided alcohol wipes, ensuring all oil and residue 
is removed. Allow 48 hours once applied for vinyl to fully adhere to 
glass or wall.
Part # SCV906

Bulb Seal Vinyl, Taped
The translucent bulb seal can be used on inswing or outswing doors. The bulb seal 
closes a gap from 5/32" to 7/32", this vinyl can be adhered to either the wall or 
edge of glass. Note there must be a clearance gap about the thickness of a business 
card between the edge of the vinyl and opposing wall or glass panel, without this gap 
the friction of opening and closing the door will cause the tape to fail. Prior to vinyl 
installation clean the edge of the surface that the vinyl is to be applied to with the 
provided alcohol wipes, ensuring all oil and residue is removed. Allow 48 hours once 
applied for vinyl to fully adhere to glass or wall.
Part # SCV927T2

Double Fin Vinyl, Taped 
Translucent "Double Fin" seal can be used for inswing or 
outswing doors. The two different fins allow the installer a 
choice of seal lengths. Use as is, or simply trim one of the 
legs as necessary to fit the gap requirements. Note there 
must be a clearance gap about the thickness of a business 
card between the edge of the vinyl and opposing wall or 
glass panel, without this gap the friction of opening and 
closing the door will cause the tape to fail. Prior to vinyl 
installation clean the edge of the surface that the vinyl is to be applied to with the 
provided alcohol wipes, ensuring all oil and residue is removed. Allow 48 hours 
once applied for vinyl to fully adhere to glass or wall.
Part # SCV928T2

RODA Vinyl Application
Reference Guide
Each RODA Swing door ships with three vinyls standard in all RODA Shipments:
SCV928T2, SCV929T2 and either SCV920 (3/8” glass) or SCV918 (1/2” glass)
RODA Slider doors ship with vinyls specific to each unit and configuration.
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RODA Vinyl Application
Reference Guide

“T” Wipe, Taped
Translucent “ T “ shaped edge wipe can be used for inswing or 
outswing doors. Closes gaps up to 7/16”, and can be trimmed 
if necessary for smaller gaps. Note there must be a clearance 
gap about the thickness of a business card between the edge 
of the vinyl and opposing wall or glass panel, without this gap 
the friction of opening and closing the door will cause the tape 
to fail. Prior to vinyl installation clean the edge of the surface 
that the vinyl is to be applied to with the provided alcohol wipes, ensuring all oil and residue is removed. 
Allow 48 hours once applied for vinyl to fully adhere to glass or wall.
Part # SCV933T2

Drip Vinyl
The clear bottom wipe with drip rail snaps onto the bottom of the door 
glass. The soft wipes on the bottom create a water resistant seal. The 45 
degree rail sheds water back into the shower stall. If you run into a situation 
where the two blades are binding against 
each other you can use a utility knife to 
remove the inside blade if necessary.
Part # SCV920 - 3/8” Glass
Part # SCV918 - 1/2” Glass

“V” Seal, Taped
Translucent "V" seals are used only on doors swinging one way 
to seal gaps from 3/16" to 1/4". Adhere the rigid leg to the glass 
edge or wall, allowing the door to close on the soft vinyl leg. Note 
there must be a clearance gap about the thickness of a business 
card between the edge of the vinyl and opposing wall or glass 
panel, without this gap the friction of opening and closing the door 
will cause the tape to fail. Prior to vinyl installation clean the edge 
of the surface that the vinyl is to be applied to 
with the provided alcohol wipes, ensuring all oil 
and residue is removed. Allow 48 hours once 
applied for vinyl to fully adhere to glass or wall.
Part # SCV932T2

Rigid “H” Jamb for 180°
This clear polycarbonate “H” jamb is for use on inline glass to glass 
applications. Snap onto the fixed panel with lip on the strike side, or 
onto the door with the lip on the hinge side. Please note this vinyl is 
an option that is used when a consumer is requesting an outswing 
only unit. 
Part # SCV913 - 3/8” Glass
Part # SCV905 - 1/2” Glass

Each RODA Swing door ships with three vinyls standard in all RODA Shipments:
SCV928T2, SCV929T2 and either SCV920 (3/8” glass) or SCV918 (1/2” glass)
RODA Slider doors ship with vinyls specific to each unit and configuration.
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Vinyl

Rigid Strike Jamb - 95” 
SCV906 

7/32” Bulb Seal Vinyl, Taped - 95”
SCV927T2 

VHB™ .040” x 1/4” x 72 yards, 
Double-sided Adhesive Tape 
SCV901 
VHB™ .020” x 1/4” x 72 yards,
Double-sided Adhesive Tape 
SCV900 

Drip Vinyl for 3/8” Glass - 37”
SCV920-37 

Drip Vinyl for 3/8” Glass - 95”
SCV920-95

Drip Vinyl for 1/2” Glass - 95”
SCV918

5/32” Bulb Seal Vinyl, Taped - 95”
SCV929T2 

5/16” Double Fin Vinyl, Taped - 95”
SCV928T2 

1/4” V-Seal, Taped - 95”
SCV932T2  

Description & Part Number Price

Universal Vinyl

283.00

434.00

19.00

18.00

18.00

18.00

18.00

3/16” H-Seal for 1/2” Glass - 95”
SCV922 

3/8” Wipe for 1/2” Glass - 95”
SCV940 

Description & Part Number Price

1/2” Glass Vinyl

24.00

30.00

25.00

3/16” H Seal for 3/8” Glass - 95”
SCV921 

Rigid Strike Jamb with Seal for 
3/8” Glass, 180º - 95”
SCV909 

1/4” Wipe for 3/8” Glass - 95”
SCV917

Rigid Strike Jamb with Seal for 3/8” 
Glass, 135º - 95”
SCV907  

1/4” H Wipe for 3/8” Glass - 95”
SCV912 

1/4” Bulb Seal Vinyl for 3/8” Glass 
- 95”
SCV935 

Description & Part Number Price

3/8” Glass Vinyl

24.00

14.00

28.00

39.00

44.00

48.00

22.00

24.00

Header Vinyl for 3/8” Glass - 96”
SCV903-96 

24.00

3/16” Rigid H-Seal for 1/2” Glass 
- 95”
SCV905

26.00

3/16” Rigid H Seal for 3/8” Glass 
- 95”
SCV913 

25.00


